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FAMOUS R.A.'S STUDIO IN BOMBER FACTORY

DAME LAURA KNIGHT PAINTS POSTER TO WARN WORKERS OF FIRE MENACE

For the past six weeks a vast bomber factory somewhere in England has been the

studio of Dame Laura Knight, R,A», the famous painter.

Her easel was made of tubular steel scaffolding bolted together. An ordinary
work-bench held her painting materials. Only a single steel rail marked off this

strange eight-foot-by-ten studio from the rest of the factory.

Dame Laura went there at the request of Sir Stafford Cripps, Minister of

Aircraft Production., He had asked her to paint a poster to be displayed in every

aircraft factory in Britain as a stimulus to the workers.

Sir Stafford suggested to her one subject which is very much in his mind just
now. Fire. Not enemy fire, but the accidental factory fires which are an ever-

present peril in the stress of wartime conditions and which now is damaging the war

effort more than are enemy bombs. Could Dame Laura do something to awaken the

workers to this menace? She has done so*

"I am in no way fitted to be a poster artist 1’ she said, ’’This particular work

had to some extent to be imaginary as I have seen no fires but, visiting a bomber

factory for material, was a chance of knowing life today - war-time life. To paint
life as it actually is in our own time appeals to me".

v Going round the factory for the first time, still rather bewildered by the

greenish mercury vapour lamps and their ghoulish effect on colour, she was shown the

various stages of bomber production*

She came to a long line of tail-ends of bombers, reared up high on huge jigs.
In and cut of them the craftsmen and women were crawling like so many flies,

crouching deep inside them, bent double in the various stages of "skinning" the

machines - that is, putting on the metal sheeting, Suddenly she paused:

"I*!! make a start here" she said* She had found her subject.

At once she started work, painting the fire that wasn't there, but might be
#

The finished poster, which in a few -weeks ‘will be displayed in every factory In

this country engaged on vital 'war production, is a dramatic composition, showing the

tail-end of a bomber being enveloped in a factory blaze, From every available

exit 'workers are struggling and jumping from scaffolding, their clothes alight.

"Victory Delayed" is Dame Laura1 s grim title for her poster, and she has

dedicated it to the war production workers of Britain,

"For the first few days the noise in the factory was devastating" she said,

"Eighteen rivetting machines were sometimes in full blast near me. You couldn't

hear your own voice. But somehow, the din 'was stimulating and tuned one up to

working at great speed* When it stopped the shop seemed to go dead and, like the

other 'workers, one felt one must stop too.

"They got quite used to seeing me at the factory. Sometimes when I was late

the foreman would give me a sidelong look and say 'Did you clock in?' "

"I was just a hard worker like the rest".
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